China has made many achievements in health care industry since the establishment of hierarchical medical treatment system, but also exposed a lot of problems, such as the problem of ''easy to upward-referral, hard to downward-referral'', which occurred in the implementation process of two-way referral. Recently, the appearance of ''hard to downward-referral'' have gotten more and more attention from scholars. The key step in solving the problem of ''downward-referral'' is to classify hospitals at different levels evaluated by the professional doctors. This paper proposes a framework to solve the problem where evaluation values of the hospital are given as q-rung orthopair fuzzy uncertain linguistic variables (q-ROFULVs). Considering Schweizer-Sklar t-conorm and t-norm (SSTT) can make the information aggregation process more flexible, and Hamy Mean operator can consider the correlation between hospital indicators. In order to take full advantage of these two kinds of operators, firstly, we extend SSTT to q-ROFULVs and define Schweizer-Sklar operational rules of q-ROFULVs. Secondly, we combine the Hamy Mean operator with Schweizer-Sklar t-conorm and t-norm, and propose the q-rung orthopair fuzzy uncertain linguistic Schweizer-Sklar Hamy mean aggregation operators and q-Rung orthopair fuzzy uncertain linguistic Schweizer-Sklar weighted Hamy Mean respectively. Afterwards, q-rung orthopair fuzzy uncertain linguistic Schweizer-Sklar dual Hamy mean operator and its weighted form are also developed. Then, we have studied in detail some of the ideal properties of these operators. Furthermore, a novel multiattribute group decision-making approach based on proposed operators is introduced. Finally, we apply the new approach to solve the problem about the downward conversion in the hierarchical medical treatment system. This is of great significance for integrating the medical resources of the whole society and improving the service efficiency of the medical service system.
I. INTRODUCTION
The hierarchical medical treatment system has been carried out for a long time in China, ''diagnosis and treatment of grassroots first diagnosis, two-way referral, partition of acute and chronic diseases and upper and lower linkage''.
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However, due to the large population base, medical resources are still limited, and high-quality medical resources are concentrated in large hospitals, resulting in overcrowding in large hospitals and waste of resources in small hospitals. When choosing hospitals, patients tend to choose large hospitals with more advanced equipment and backbone of excellent experts. They do not trust community hospitals with worse environment and medical services, which VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ results in the predicament of ''easy to upward-referral, hard to downward-referral''. In addition, due to the wide range of diseases treated by large hospitals, small hospitals have certain restrictions. If the patient relapses after the patient downward-referral and cannot communicate with the big hospital, serious consequences will occur, which is also the main reason for the difficulty of downward-referral. Most patients who meet the downward-referral criteria are reluctant to refer because of distrust of community hospitals and inconvenience of referral, which makes the hierarchical medical treatment system ineffective. With the improvement of regional medical collaborative information system, three-level hospitals and community hospitals have established a ''medical association'' cooperation model. Under the new medical collaborative information system, hospitals at all levels can effectively share patients' data. Meanwhile, the patients' condition can be tracked and medical resources can be fully integrated, which relieve the pressure of referring patients downward. Therefore, the cooperation between hospitals at different levels is especially important. As the service quality of hospitals at all levels varies greatly, patients' choice of referral hospitals directly affects their medical experience. Thus, selecting the best referral hospital for patients from many hospitals through the medical collaborative information system platform is a key step. It has become an important research issue in medical management selecting referral hospital which often involves multiple criteria and experts, so it can be described as a multi-attribute group decision making (MAGDM) problem. In response, this paper proposes a general framework to solve the MAGDM problem, which can be applied to the scenarios described above.
MAGDM plays an important role in modern decision science, and it has been widely used in economics, management and the other fields in recent years. Its essence rises in the process of ranking the alternatives and selecting an optimal scheme among a set of alternatives with respect to a list of attribute values. Thus, how to effectively aggregate attribute values is a core issue of any MAGDM methods. On the other hand, due to the subjective nature of human thinking in real decision-making problems, decision makers' evaluations over alternatives are always imprecise and fuzzy. To deal with this kind of uncertainty or impreciseness, many scholars use the tool of fuzzy numbers. To conquer this shortcoming of intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS) [1] and Pythagorean fuzzy set (PFS) [2] , Yager proposed the concept of q-ROFS [3] whose sum of qth power of the membership degree and the qth power of the degree of non-membership is equal to or less than 1. The main difference between IFSs, PFSs, and q-ROFSs is the constraint of membership and non-membership degrees. Evidently, compared with IFSs and PFSs, the lax constraint of q-ROFSs provides more freedom for decision makers to express their evaluation information. Additionally, q-ROFSs allow decision makers to assign values to membership and non-membership degrees independently by adjusting the values of parameter q. Thereafter, Liu and Wang [4] proposed the q-rung orthopair fuzzy weighted average operator and the q-rung orthopair fuzzy weighted geometric operator, and applied them to solving MAGDM problems in q-rung orthopair fuzzy environment. Peng et al. [5] proposed a new exponential law of q-rung orthopair fuzzy numbers (q-ROFNs) and based on which the q-rung orthopair fuzzy weighted exponential aggregation operators were developed. However, the proposed aggregation operators cannot capture the interrelationship between aggregated q-ROFNs. To overcome this drawback, Liu and Lin [6] developed a family of q-rung orthopair fuzzy Bonferroni mean operators by extending Bonferroni mean to q-ROFSs. Additionally, Wei et al. [7] proposed a family of q-rung orthopair fuzzy Heronian mean operators. Considering decision makers may be hesitant among a set of values when determining the membership and non-membership degrees in q-ROFSs, Xu et al. [8] proposed a concept of q-rung dual hesitant fuzzy sets and applied them in MAGDM problems.
However, aforementioned researches on q-ROFSs only focus on decision makers' quantitative opinions, whereas their qualitative decision ideas are ignored. In most practical MAGDM problems, both decision makers' quantitative and qualitative evaluation information should be taken into account. The linguistic variables (LVs) [9] are considered as a good tool to express decision makers' qualitative evaluations. Then, Li et al. [10] combined LVs with q-ROFSs and proposed the q-rung orthopair linguistic sets, which are effective to depict decision makers' evaluation values from both qualitative and quantitative aspects. Uncertain linguistic variables (ULVs) can more easily express fuzzy information than LVs. Hence, ULVs should also be combined with q-ROFSs to propose new tools to describe decision makers' evaluation values. Therefore, this paper uses q-Rung orthopair fuzzy uncertain linguistic variables (q-ROULVs) to represents fuzzy information. The q-ROULSs are parallel to intuitionistic linguistic fuzzy variables (IULVs) [11] and Pythagorean linguistic fuzzy variables (PULVs) [12] , but are more powerful and flexible, due to the laxer constraint of q-ROFSs. For instance, when a doctor evaluates a hospital's ability, in his/her opinion it may be lower than 'good' (s 6 ) but higher than 'slightly poor' (s 3 ). Thus, ULV [s 3 , s 6 ] is the doctor's qualitative assessment. In addition, the professor would like to provide 0.7 and 0.8 as the membership and non-membership degrees respect to the ULV [s 3 , s 6 ]. Thus, the evaluation value can be denoted as, 0.7 + 0.8 = 1.5 > 1 and 0.7 2 + 0.8 2 = 1.13 > 1, this value cannot be represented by neither IULSs nor PULSs, but can be denoted by q-ROULSs. Based on these advantages of q-ROFULSs, Liu et al. [4] , Wang et al. [13] . and Xing et al. [14] . successively extended existing operators, such as arithmetic and geometric operators, MM operators and Choquet integral operators, to q-Rung orthopair fuzzy uncertain linguistic environment, and then applied them to solve some real decision-making problems.
However, the selection of hospitals for patients eligible for downward referral is more complex than many other decision-making problems in the real world. For instance: (1) We need to exactly express fuzzy information, and q-Rung orthopair fuzzy uncertain linguistic variables (q-ROFULVs) can depict doctors' evaluations for hospitals with respect to the indicator; (2) We need to consider correlations among evaluating indicators, and then the Hamy Mean operator can be utilized to solve this problem; and (3) We need to increasing flexibility by taking into account the preferences of different decision makers. We can select Schweizer-Sklar operators to achieve this function by adjusting the parameters. In order to solve above problems simultaneously, it is necessary to combine Schweizer-Sklar operational rules with Hamy Mean operator under q-Rung orthopair fuzzy uncertain linguistic environment. Schweizer-Sklar operations are some special cases from ATT [15] , [16] , they contain a variable parameter, so they are more flexible and more superior than the other operations. However, the most researches mainly concentrated in the fundamental theory and characteristics of Schweizer-Sklar t-conorm and t-norm (SSTT) [17] , [18] , there are no researches on Schweizer-Sklar operations for q-ROFULVs and applying them to MAGDM problems. Hamy mean (HM) introduced by Hara et al. [19] . is an effective information aggregation technology. Compared with the Bonferroni mean (BM) and Heronian mean [20] , [21] , HM is more powerful and useful as it takes into account the interrelationships among multiple arguments. In addition, Qin [22] , Liu and You [23] and Qin and Liu [24] point out that HM can be regarded as an extension of MSM. Form the perspective of mathematical structure, HM can be regarded as an extension of MSM, which is more useful and powerful than Bonferroni mean (BM) [22] and Heronian mean (HM) [20] as it takes into account of the interrelationships among multiple arguments. Thus, the goal of this paper is to establish a new decision-making method that can not only evaluate hospitals during downward referral, but also deal with these situations where the evaluating indicators of hospital are correlative. Then we apply the new decision-making method to evaluate the overall conditions of hospitals. By the proposed method, hospitals with different medical conditions are divided into different levels so that patients who meet the referral criteria can be transferred to the appropriate primary hospital.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly recalls basic concepts of the q-ROFULS and HM and then proposes Schweizer-Sklar operational laws on q-ROFULVs and the dual form of HM. In Sect. 3, we develop new q-Rung orthopair fuzzy uncertain linguistic aggregation operators, such as the q-ROFULSSHM operator and the q-ROFULSSWHM operator. And we further develop the q-ROFULSS DHM and the q-ROFULSSWDHM operators. In Sect. 4, we introduce a novel approach to MAGDM problems based on the proposed operators. In Sects. 5 and 6, a numerical example is provided to show the validity and advantages of the proposed method.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce basic concepts, such as q-ROFULS, Schweizer-Sklar operations, HM and DHM.
A. Q-RUNG ORTHOPAIR FUZZY UNCERTAIN LINGUISTIC SET
Definition 1 [14] : Let s θ (x) , s τ (x) ∈ S and X is a given domain, then a q-ROULS is defined as follows
, v A(x) represent the membership and non-membership degrees of the element x to the uncertain linguistic variable s θ (x) , s τ (x) , respectively.
For a q-ROFULSA, the indeterminacy of x to the uncer- (u, v) . Based on the operations for ULVs and for q-ROFNs, Xing [14] proposed the following operational laws for q-ROULVs.
, (u 2 , v 2 ) be any two q-ROULVs and λ be a positive real number, then
, (u 1 , v 1 ) and a 2 = [s θ 2 , s τ 2 ] , (u 2 , v 2 ) be any two q-ROULVs then the following calculation rules can be obtained
λ To compare two q-ROULVs, we provide the concepts of expected value and accuracy function of a q-ROULV. Definition 3: Let a = [s θ , s τ ] , (u, v) be a q-ROULV, then the expected value E(a) is defined as follows:
Definition 4: Let a = [s θ , s τ ] , (u, v) be a q-ROULV, then the accuracy function H(a) of a is defined as follows:
Based on the two above concepts, a comparison law of q-ROULVs can be provided.
Definition 5: Let a 1 = [s θ 1 , s τ 1 ] , (u 1 , v 1 ) and a 2 = [s θ 2 , s τ 2 ] , (u 2 , v 2 ) be any two q-ROULVs, E(a 1 ) and E(a 2 ) denote the expected values of a 1 and a 2 respectively, H (a 1 ) and H (a 2 ) represent the accuracy function of a 1 and a 2 respectively, then 1. If E(a 1 ) > E(a 2 ), then a 1 > a 2 ; 2. If E(a 1 ) = E(a 2 ), then If H (a 1 ) > H (a 2 ), then a 1 > a 2 ; If H (a 1 ) = H (a 2 ), then a 1 = a 2 .
B. SCHWEIZER SKLAR T-CONORM AND T-NORM
Use Schweizer-Sklar t-conorm and t-norm involve the Schweizer-Sklar product and Schweizer-Sklar sum, which are special cases of ATT, respectively. Definition 6 [25] : Suppose A = (u 1 , v 1 ) and B = (u 2 , v 2 ) are any two q-ROUFSs then the generalized intersection and union are described as follows:
where T represents a T-norm and T * represents a t-conorm. The definitions of the Schweizer-Sklar t-norm and t-conorm are shown as follows:
where γ < 0, x, y ∈ [0, 1]. In addition, when γ = 0, we have T γ (x, y) = xy and T * γ (x, y) = x + y − xy. They are the algebraic T-norm and algebraic T-conorm.
Based on the t-norm T γ (x, y) and t-conorm T * γ (x, y) of Schweizer-Sklar operations, we can give the following Schweizer-Sklar operations of q-ROULVs. Definition 7: Supposed a 1 = [s θ 1 , s τ 1 ] , (u 1 , v 1 ) and a 2 = [s θ 2 , s τ 2 ] , (u 2 , v 2 ) be any two q-ROULVs, then the generalized intersection and union based on Schweizer-Sklar operations are proposed as follows:
On the basis of Definitions 6 and 7, we can propose the Schweizer-Sklar operational rules of q-ROULVs shown as follows (γ < 0 ):
C. HAMY MEAN AND DUAL HAMY MEAN
Hamy mean (HM) was firstly proposed by Hara et al. [19] for crisp numbers. It can consider the interrelationships among arguments. Definition 8: Let a i (i = 1, 2 . . . , n) be a collection of crisp numbers, and k = 1, 2, . . . , n , if HM (k) (a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n ) = (14) then HM (k) is called the Hamy mean, where (i 1 , i 2 , . . . i n ) traversal all the k-tuple combinations of (1, 2, . . . n) and C k n is the binomial coefficient. From Eq. (14) , it is clear that the HM satisfies the following properties:
1. HM (k) (0, 0, . . . , 0) = 0 2. HM (k) (a, a, . . . , a) = a 3. HM (k) (a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n ) ≤
. . a n ) ≤ max j a j Since the HM is a Schurconvex and monotonic function when aggregating numerical information, it satisfies Schur convexity and monotonic and Xing [26] proposed DHM which is a dual form of the HM.
Definition 9: Let a i (i = 1, 2 . . . , n) be a collection of crisp numbers, and k = 1, 2, . . . , n, if
185208 VOLUME 7, 2019 then DHM (k) is called the dual Hamy mean, where (i 1 , i 2 , . . . i n ) traversal all the k-tuple combinations of (1, 2, . . . n) and C k n is the binomial coefficient.
III. Q-RUNG ORTHOPAIR FUZZY UNCERTAIN LINGUISTIC SCHWEIZER SKLAR HAMY MEAN AGGREGATION OPERATORS
In this section, based on Schweizer-Sklar operational laws of q-ROULVs, we extend the HM to q-rung orthopair fuzzy uncertain linguistic environment and propose a q-Rung orthopair fuzzy uncertain linguistic Schweizer-Sklar Hamy mean aggregation (q-ROFULSSHM) operator and its weight form (q-ROFULSSWHM).
A. Q-RUNG ORTHOPAIR FUZZY UNCERTAIN LINGUISTIC SCHWEIZER SKLAR HAMY MEAN
. . ,n) be a collection of q-ROFULVs, and k = 1, 2, . . . , n, then the q-ROFULSSHM operator is defined as (16) where (i 1 , i 2 , . . . i k ) traversal all the k-tuple combinations of (1, 2, . . . n) and C k n is the binomial coefficient. Based on the new operational rules for q-ROFULVs, the following theorem can be obtained.
. . ,n) be a collection of q-ROFULVs, and k = 1, 2, . . . , n, then the aggregated values by the q-ROFULSSHM operator is still a q-ROFULVs and (17) is shown at the bottom of this page.
Proof:
, as shown at the bottom of the next page.
According to the above process, Eq. (16) is kept. In the following, we prove that Eq. (17) is a q-ROFULV. It needs to meet two conditions:
(
We prove the condition (1) as follows: (1) is shown at the bottom the next page.
We get the condition (1) , as shown at the bottom of the next page.
So far, 0 ≤ u ≤ 1 is proved. Similarly, we have 0 ≤ u ≤ 1. And then, we will prove the condition (2), u p +v p as shown at the bottom of the next page.
Since
as shown at the bottom of this page.
So far, 0 ≤ u q i + v q i ≤ 1 holds, too, which means the aggregated value obtained by the q-ROFUL operator is also a q-ROFULV. Therefore, the proof of Theorem 2. is complete.
Theorem 4 (Idempotency):
Proof: Since a 1 = a for all i,we have
. . a n is any permutation of (a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n ) then
. . a n By assigning different values to the parameters k and q special cases can be obtained accordingly.
Case 1: If k = 1, based on the definition of q-ROFULSSHM operator, we have
. . a n ) In this case, the q-ROFULSSHM operator reduces to the q-Rung orthopair fuzzy uncertain linguistic Schweizer-Sklar averaging (q-ROFULSSA) operator.
Case 2: If k = n, based on the definition of q-ROFULSSHM operator, we have
In this case, the q-ROFULSSHM operator reduces to the q-Rung orthopair fuzzy uncertain linguistic Schweizer-Sklar geometric (q-ROFULSSG) operator.
Case 3: If q = 1, based on the definition of q-ROFULSSHM operator, we have q − ROFULSSHM (k) (a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n ), as shown at the bottom of the next page.
In this case, the q-ROFULSSHM operator reduces to the intuitionistic fuzzy uncertain linguistic Schweizer-Sklar Hamy mean (IFULSSHM) operator.
Case 4: If q = 2, based on the definition of q-ROFULSSHM operator, we have q − ROFULSSHM (k) (a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n ), as shown at the bottom of the next page.
In this case, the q-ROFULSSHM operator reduces to the Pythagorean fuzzy uncertain linguistic Schweizer-Sklar Hamy mean (IFULSSHM) operator.
Case 5:
In this case, the q-ROFULSSHM operator reduces to the intuitionistic fuzzy uncertain linguistic Schweizer-Sklar averaging (IFULSSA) operator.
Case 6: If k = n, q = 1, based on the definition of q-ROFULSSHM operator, we have a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n )
In this case, the q-ROFULSSHM operator reduces to the intuitionistic fuzzy uncertain linguistic Schweizer-Sklar geometric (IFULSSG) operator.
Case 7: If k = 1, q = 2, based on the definition of q-ROFULSSHM operator, we have a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n )
In this case, the q-ROFULSSHM operator reduces to the Pythagorean fuzzy uncertain linguistic Schweizer-Sklar averaging (PFULSSA) operator.
Case 8: If k = n, q = 3, based on the definition of q-ROFULSSHM operator, we have a 2 , . . . a n )
In this case, the q-ROFULSSHM operator reduces to the Pythagorean fuzzy uncertain linguistic Schweizer-Sklar geometric (PFULSSG) operator.
B. Q-RUNG ORTHOPAIR FUZZY UNCERTAIN LINGUISTIC SCHWEIZER-SKLAR WEIGHT HAMY MEAN
Different weights can be assigned to expressed the importance of each argument which is not equal. To overcome the shortcoming of the q-ROFULSSHM operator does not consider the importance of the aggregated arguments, we introduce its weighted form (q-ROFULSSWHM). 1] , and n i=1 ω i = 1, and k = 1, 2, . . . , n, then the q-ROFULSSWHM operator is defined as
where (i 1 , i 2 , . . . i k ) traversal all the k-tuple combinations of (1, 2, . . . n) and C k n is the binomial coefficient. Similarly, we can obtain the following aggregated value by the q-ROFULSSWHM operator according to the operational rules of q-ROFULs given in Definition 7.
Theorem 6:
. . , n) be a collection of q-ROFULVs, ω = (ω 1 , ω 2 , . . . ω n ) T be the weight of a i , satisfying ω i ∈ [0, 1], and n i=1 ω i = 1, and k = 1, 2, . . . , n,then the aggregated values by the q-ROFULSSWHM operator is still a q-ROFULVs and (21) is shown at the bottom of this page.
C. Q-RUNG ORTHOPAIR FUZZY UNCERTAIN LINGUISTIC SCHWEIZER-SKLAR DUAL HAMY MEAN
In this section, based on Schweizer-Sklar operational laws of q-ROFULs and proposed dual HM, we develop the q-rung orthopair fuzzy Schweizer-Sklar dual Hamy mean operator (q-ROFULSSDHM) and its weighted form (q-ROFULSSWDHM).
Definition 12:
. . n) be a collection of q-ROFULVs, and k = 1, 2, . . . , n,then the q-ROFULSSHM operator is defined as
where (i 1 , i 2 , . . . i k ) traversal all the k-tuple combinations of (1, 2, . . . n) and C k n is the binomial coefficient. Based on the new operational rules for q-ROFULVs, the following theorem can be obtained.
. . ,n) be a collection of q-ROFULVs, and k = 1, 2, . . . , n, then the aggregated values by the q-ROFULSSDHM operator is still a q-ROFULV and (23) is shown at the bottom of this page.
is shown at the bottom of the next page. According to the above process, Eq. (22) is kept. In the following, since Eq. (17) is a q-ROFULV., we can easily know Eq. (23) is a q-ROFULV, so theorem 7 is proved. 
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Proof: Since a i = a for all i, we have q − ROFULSSDHM (k) (a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n )
. . n) be a collection of q-ROFULVs, (a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n ) is any permutation of (a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n ) then q − ROFULSSDHM (k) (a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n ) = q − ROFULSSDHM (k) a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n (25) Proof: Since a i = a for all i, we have
Case 1: If k = 1, based on the definition of q-ROFULSSHM operator, we have q − ROFULSSDHM (k) (a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n )
In this case, the q-ROFULSSDHM operator reduces to the q-Rung orthopair fuzzy uncertain linguistic Schweizer-Sklar geometric (q-ROFULSSG) operator. a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n ) In this case, the q-ROFULSSDHM operator reduces to the q-Rung orthopair fuzzy uncertain linguistic Schweizer-Sklar (q-ROFULSSA) operator.
Case 3: If q = 1, based on the definition of q-ROFULSSDHM operator, we have q − ROFULSSDHM (k) (a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n ), as shown at the bottom of this page.
In this case, the q-ROFULSSDHM operator reduces to the intuitionistic fuzzy uncertain linguistic Schweizer-Sklar Hamy mean (IFULSSDHM) operator.
Case 4: If q = 2, based on the definition of q-ROFULSSDHM operator, we have q − ROFULSSDHM (k) (a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n ), as shown at the bottom of the next page. In this case, the q-ROFULSSDHM operator reduces to the Pythagorean fuzzy uncertain linguistic Schweizer-Sklar Hamy mean (PFULSSDHM) operator.
Case 5: If k = 1, q = 1, based on the definition of q-ROFULSSHM operator, we have q − ROFULSSDHM (k) (a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n ) a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n )
In this case, the q-ROFULSSDHM operator reduces to the intuitionistic fuzzy uncertain linguistic Schweizer-Sklar geometric (IFULSSG) operator.
Case 6: If k = n, q = 1, based on the definition of q-ROFULSSDHM operator, we have a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n ) VOLUME 7, 2019 In this case, the q-ROFULSSDHM operator reduces to the intuitionistic fuzzy uncertain linguistic Schweizer-Sklar averaging (IFULSSA) operator.
Case 7: If k = 1, q = 2, based on the definition of q-ROFULSSDHM operator, we have q − ROFULSSDHM (k) (a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n ) a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n ) In this case, the q-ROFULSSDHM operator reduces to the Pythagorean fuzzy uncertain linguistic Schweizer Sklar geometric (PFULSSG) operator. a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n )
In this case, the q-ROFULSSDHM operator reduces to the Pythagorean fuzzy uncertain linguistic Schweizer-Sklar averaging (PFULSSA) operator.
D. Q-RUNG ORTHOPAIR FUZZY UNCERTAIN LINGUISTIC SCHWEIZER SKLAR WEIGHTED HAMY MEAN
In many situations, the importance of each argument is not equal and thus needs to be assigned different weights. However, the q-ROFULSSDHM operator does not consider the importance of the aggregated arguments. To overcome the shortcoming, we introduce its weighted form (q-ROFULSSWDHM).
Definition 13: Let a i = s θ i , s τ i , (u i , v i ) (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) be a collection of q-ROFULVs, ω = (ω 1 , ω 2 , . . . ω n ) T be the q − ROFULSSDHM (k) (a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n ) a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n )
weight of a i , satisfying ω i ∈ [0, 1], and n i=1 ω i = 1, and k = 1, 2, . . . , n, then the q-ROFULSSWDHM operator is defined as q − ROFULSSDHM (k) (a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n )
where (i 1 , i 2 , . . . i k ) traversal all the k-tuple combinations of (1, 2, . . . n) and C k n is the binomial coefficient. Similarly, we can obtain the following aggregated value by the q-ROFULSSWDHM operator according to the operational rules of q-ROFNs given in Definition9.
Theorem 10:
. . ,n) be a collection of q-ROFULVs, ω = (ω 1 , ω 2 , . . . ω n ) T be the weight of a i , satisfying ω i ∈ [0, 1], and n i=1 ω i = 1, and k = 1, 2, . . . , n, then the aggregated values by the q-ROFULSSWDHM operator is still a q-ROFULV and (27), is shown at the bottom of this page.
IV. A NOVEL APPROACH TO MAGDM PROBLEMS BASED ON THE PROPOSED OPERATORS
In this section, we shall apply the proposed aggregation operators to solve MAGDM problems under q-rung orthopair uncertain linguistic fuzzy environment.
A typical q-rung orthopair uncertain linguistic MAGDM problem can be described as: Let X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . x n } be a collection of alternatives, G = {g 1 , g 2 , . . . g t } be a set of attributes. For attribute G j (j = 1, 2 . . . , t) of alternative x i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n), decision maker is required to utilize a q-ROULV to express his evaluation information, which can be denoted as a ij = s θ ij , s τ ij , u ij , v ij . Finally, q-rung orthopair uncertain linguistic decision matrix can be obtained, which can be denoted as A = a ij n×t . In the following, based on the proposed q-rung orthopair uncertain linguistic Schweizer-Sklar Hamy mean aggregation operators, a novel approach to solve this problem is introduced.
Step 1: In decision-making problems, attributes can be classified into two types: the benefit type and the cost type. Therefore, the original decision matrix can be normalized to eliminate the impact of different attribute types. We can normalize the decision matrix by the following equation,
where I 1 and I 2 represent the benefit attribute type and the cost attribute type, respectively.
Step 2: Utilize the q-ROFIWHM operator
or the a-ROFULSSWDHM operator
to fuse all attribute values to collective information a ij with respect to each alternative for each decision maker.
Step 3: Utilize the q-ROFIWHM operator
or the a-ROFULSSWDHM operator to determine the overall evaluation value of each alternative a i (i = 1, 2 . . . m)
Step 4: According to Definition (3), calculate the score value and accuracy degree of the overall evaluation value a i (i = 1, 2 . . . m)
Step 5: Rank the alternatives and select the best one.
V. APPLICATIONS IN SUPPORTING THE HIERARCHICAL MEDICAL TREATMENT SYSTEM WITH THE PROPOSED APPROACH
According to the World Health Organization survey, cerebral apoplexy incidence in China ranks first in the world, twice as high as in the United States. The results of the third national death cause survey show that cerebral apoplexy has become the first cause of death in China. In addition to the high fatality rate, cerebral apoplexy has the characteristics of high morbidity, high disability rate, high recurrence rate and high economic burden, which seriously threatens the national life and quality of life. Early prevention, early detection, early diagnosis and early treatment are effective mechanisms to prevent cerebral apoplexy. The goal of cerebral apoplexy disease under the system of hierarchical diagnosis and treatment is: to quickly identify patients with acute period of cerebral apoplexy at the grassroots level, and rapid contact referral to conditional hospital, patients with maximum shortening pre-hospital delay time, increase the proportion of treatments such as intravenous or arterial thrombolysis, thrombectomy, decompressive craniectomy, etc. And the goal also includes to reduce the degree of disability and mortality in patients with to the greatest extent, to promote rehabilitation, reduce disability, improve the proportion of stroke patients to receive rehabilitation treatment, and restore the patients' ability to take care of themselves and work. After specific treatment, many patients have vital signs, no complications that require hospitalization, or might have mild dysfunction, and they do not need hospitalization in large tertiary hospitals, but can be transferred to community hospitals or family to rehabilitation. In this context, the ''13th Five-Year Plan'' (2016) put forward the concept of hierarchical diagnosis and treatment by 2020 in accordance with the actual situation of our country. Medical resources are optimized through the hierarchical system of diagnosis and treatment. The transfer-to-a-lowerhospital choice of stroke patients is essentially the choice of hospitals. Therefore, in the analysis of this case, we focus on the classification of different community hospitals, so as to support China's hierarchical diagnosis and treatment system. Suppose hospitals, denoted by x i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), which is for patients to choose, need to be evaluated according to hierarchical medical treatment system. The five patients are evaluated from the following four attributes: G1: the satisfaction of hospital medical care for patients; G2: the satisfaction of hospital facilities and medicines can meet patients' needs; G3: cooperation with other hospitals; and G4: convenience for patients, such as the distance from the patient's family. We invited three doctors who are expert in stroke from a large central hospital. Then, q-ROFULVs was used to judge the indicators of four hospitals. Decision matrix was shown in Tables 1-3 . According to the western evaluation criteria of the above hospitals, doctors can judge the priority of downward referral hospitals, and will transfer stroke patients with stable condition after treatment in the third-level general hospitals. As mentioned earlier, the proposed new decision-making method uses the q-ROULNs to describe the evaluation indexes of the hospital, which effectively controls the certainty of the selection of the next transfer hospital. Moreover, the algorithm proposed in this paper is based on the parameters that can be dynamically adjusted and considers the relationship between multiple parameters. Therefore, the new decision-making method proposed in this paper is a practical decision-making method.
A. Q-RUNG ORTHOPAIR FUZZY UNCERTAIN LINGUISTIC SCHWEIZER-SKLAR WEIGHTED HAMY MEAN 1) THE DECISION-MAKING STEPS BASED ON THE Q-ROFULSSWHM OPERATOR
Step 1: Normalize the decision-making matrices. As all the attributes are benefit attributes, they do not need to be normalized.
Step 2: For each alternative x i , aggregate each attribute value G j provided by decision makers D s . Here we utilize Eq. (38) to aggregate and we assume q = 3 r = −2 and k = 1. Therefore, we can get an integration decision matrix as shown in Table 4 .
Step 3: Calculate the collective evaluation value of each alternative by Eq. (21) . We assume q = 3 and k = 2, then we get Step 5: Rank the alternatives and select the best one. According to the score values of overall assessments of alternatives, the ranking result of corresponding alternatives is x 4 x 5 x 3 x 1 x 2 . Therefore, x 4 is the best choice.
2) THE DECISION-MAKING STEPS BASED ON THE Q-ROFULSSWDHM OPERATOR
Step 2: For each alternative x i , aggregate each attribute value G j provided by decision makers D s . Here we utilize Eq. (38) to aggregate and we assume q = 3r = −2 and k = 1. Therefore, we can get an integration decision matrix as shown in Table 5 .
Step 3: Calculate the collective evaluation value of each alternative by Eq. (21) .We assume q = 3 and k = 2, then we get Step 5: Rank the alternatives and select the best one. According to the score values of overall assessments of alternatives, the ranking result of corresponding alternatives is x 4 x 5 x 1 x 2 x 3 . Therefore, x 4 is the best choice. Therefore, the ranking results based on the q-ROFULSSWHM operator and the q-ROFULSSWDHM operator for dealing with Example are the same. Thus, the best alternative is x 4 . 
B. THE INFLUENCE OF PARAMETERS q, k AND γ ON THE RESULT
To reflect the influence of parameters q on the ranking results, we use the proposed q-ROFULSSWHM and q-ROFULSSWDHM operators to analyze the variation tendency of expected value with the change of parameter q for the above MAGDM problem. MATLAB software is used for this process, and results are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 . Figure 1 shows the variation tendency of the expected values of alternatives obtained by the q-ROFULSSWHM operator. From Fig. 1 , we can see that the expected values of alternatives are different when assigning different parameters q to the q-ROFULSSWHM operator. However, the ranking results are always x 4
x 5
x 2 x 1 x 3 . In addition, the score values of alternatives obtained by the q-ROFULSSWHM operator become smaller as q increases on [1] , [10] . Additionally, the change of the expected value of the alternative is small and with the value of q increase, the score values are very close to a fixed value no matter what the value of q is. Consequently, the attitude of decision makers can be expressed by the parameter q. The more the optimistic decision makers are, the smaller the value assigned to q and the more the pessimistic decision makers are, the greater the value assigned to q.
Similarly, Fig. 2 illustrates the variation tendency of the expected values of alternatives obtained by the q-ROFULSSWDHM operator as assigned different values of q. From Fig. 2 , we find that with different parameters q in the q-ROFULSSWDHM operator, the expected values vary. Specifically, expected values of alternatives by utilizing the q-ROFULSSWDHM operator become greater as q increases and the expected values are very close to a fixed value, no matter the value of q. From the expected values, we can infer the order of hospital evaluation. The higher the score, the better the hospital's evaluation and ranking. According to the experimental results, with the increase of q, the scores of all hospitals show an increasing trend. But the fourth hospital has always ranked first, which shows that the fourth hospital is the best choice. In the following, based on the q-ROFULSSWHM and q-ROFULSSWDHM operators, we investigate the influence of parameter k on the expected values and final ranking results. Here, we take q = 3 and γ = −2 in the q-ROFULSSWHM and q-ROFULSSWDHM operators. Details are shown in Tables 6 and 7 .
From Tables 6 and 7 , the expected values vary with the use of different parameters k. When k is equal to 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively, two different results are produced, i.e. x 4 x 5
x 3
x 1 x 2 when k = 2 and k = 3, and x 4 x 5 x 1 x 3 x 2 when k = 1 and k = 4. The reason for this result is that the interrelationship among the attributes was VOLUME 7, 2019 not taken into account and thus the ranking result is different from those obtained by the method when k = 2 and k = 3, when attributes are interrelated.
Furthermore, as for q-ROFULSSWHM operator, with more the interrelationships among arguments are taken into account, the expected values of overall assessments will become smaller. But as for q-ROFULSSWDHM operator, the change trend of the expected values is reversed. Therefore, using the difference between the two operators decision makers can appropriately select the value of according to their preference and actual needs.
From Tables 8 and 9 , we get that the ranking results are different when we take the different parameter values of and γ . Now we can further analyze these results as follows. From Table 9 , we find that the expected values are getting smaller first and then bigger with the decrease of parameter γ , so the parameter γ can be regarded as decision makers' risk attitude. Within a certain range, the smaller the parameter γ is, the more optimistic the decision maker is. The decision makers with different risk attitudes can choose the different parameter value of γ based on the actual situation of decision making. From the ranking results, the orders of the alternatives are different but the best choice is always x 4 .
From Table 9 , we can know (1) when k = 1, all attributes are independent. In this situation, the ranking results are changed with the decrease of parameter value of γ ; (2) When k = 2, the interrelationships between any two aggregated arguments are considered. In this case, the ranking results are slightly different when the parameter γ takes different values, but the best alternatives are all x 4 ; (3) When k = 3, the interrelationships among any three aggregated arguments are considered. In this situation, the ranking results are changed from x 5 to x 4 . (4) When k = 4, the ranking results are changed from x 5 to x 4 . So, from this example, we can find that the more interrelationships of aggregated arguments we consider, the more stable ranking results we get.
C. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
In this section, we compare the proposed method based on the q-ROULSSWHM operator in the present paper with that presented by Liu and Jin [11] based on the intuitionistic uncertain linguistic weighted arithmetic Heronian mean (IULWGHM) operator, that introduced by Liu et al. [27] based on the intuitionistic uncertain linguistic weighted Bonferroni mean (IULWBM) operator, that developed by Liu et al. [28] based on the weighted Pythagorean fuzzy uncertain linguistic Maclaurin symmetric mean (WPFULMSM) operator, that developed by Liu et al. [29] based on the q -rung orthopair uncertain linguistic weighted arithmetic average (q-ROULWAA) operator, and that developed by Wang et al. [13] based on the q -rung orthopair uncertain linguistic weighted Muirhead mean (q-ROULWMM) operator. We utilize these methods to solve above example and present the decision results in Table10 and Table 11 . We conduct comparative analysis as follows.
(1) First of all, the methods proposed by Liu [27] , [28] are based on IULSs. The method proposed by Liu et al. [29] is based on Pythagorean fuzzy uncertain linguistic sets (PFULSs). As we know, the proposed q-ROFULS is more powerful and general than IULS and PFULS. In addition, if the sum or square sum of the membership degree and nonmembership degree of an ULV provided by a decision maker is more than 1, such as [s 5 , s 6 ] , (0.8, 0.7) , then neither IULS nor PFULS can represent this value. Thus, the proposed method is more flexible and powerful than the others.
(2) From the point view of operational laws, the IULWGHM [11] , IULWBM [27] , WPFULMSM [28] , q-ROFULWA [29] and q-ROFULMM [13] operators in the studies use traditional operational rules, Besides, it can be applied to decision-makers with different risk attitudes based on a flexible parameter. So, our presented methods are more suitable for solving realistic decision problems.
(3) Compared with the q-ROFULWAA [29] operator, the proposed method can provide a flexible parameter to express the attitude of the decision maker and consider the relationship between the attributes. Although q-ROFULMM [13] can consider the relationship between attributes, it lacks flexibility under common algorithms.
(4) From the point view of aggregation operators, although IULWBM [28] can consider the interrelationship of the attributes, they only capture the interrelationship between two attributes, whereas the q-ROFULSSWHM and q-ROFULSSWDHM operators proposed in this paper can capture the interrelationships among the multi-input attributes according to different parameters k.
VI. CONCLUSION
The hierarchical medical treatment system is an efficient way to integrate all levels of medical service system resources and release the pressure of large hospitals in China, but there has always been a problem of difficulty in referrals. In order to transfer a patient who meets the referral criteria to a suitable hospital in the hierarchical medical treatment system, doctors need to make scientific assessments of hospitals based on their personal experience. In this paper, we proposed a framework to the MAGDM problem under the q-Rung orthopair fuzzy uncertain linguistic environment to solve the above issue. The analytical results show that the new approach is applicable and operational in referral hospital selection, which provides convenience for patient referred down in the hierarchical medical treatment system in China.
There are several main contributions of this work. Firstly, we extend SSTT to q-ROFULs and define Schweizer-Sklar operational rules of q-ROFULVs, which increases the flexibility of data and is suitable for decision makers with different preferences. Secondly, with the Hamy mean operator and daul Hamy mean operator, the q-ROFULSSHM, q-ROFULSSWHM, q-ROFULSSDHM and q-ROFULSSWDHM operators are proposed, which can fully consider the correlation between indicators. Thirdly, it provides a novel way to divide hospitals into different levels based on indicators. Fourthly, the method proposed in this paper can also be used in investment risk, urban planning, economic management, bidding and other fields, with a wide range of applications.
Although this model can be applied to practice, there are still some shortcomings. For example, doctors are often subjective when evaluating hospitals, which can affect decisionmaking. Thus, in future study, we will consider other fuzzy set to express doctor judgements.
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